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ABSTRACT

Class III tight oil reservoirs have low porosity and permeability, which are often responsible for low production
rates and limited recovery. Extensive repeated fracturing is a well-known technique to fix some of these issues.
With such methods, existing fractures are refractured, and/or new fractures are created to facilitate communica-
tion with natural fractures. This study explored how different refracturing methods affect horizontal well fracture
networks, with a special focus on morphology and related fluid flow changes. In particular, the study relied on the
unconventional fracture model (UFM). The evolution of fracture morphology and flow field after the initial frac-
turing were analyzed accordingly. The simulation results indicated that increased formation energy and reduced
reservoir stress differences can promote fracture expansion. It was shown that the length of the fracture network,
the width of the fracture network, and the complexity of the fracture can be improved, the oil drainage area can be
increased, the distance of oil and gas seepage can be reduced, and the production of a single well can be signifi-
cantly increased.
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Nomenclature
rxx Far-field effective stress parallel to the hydraulic fracture, MPa
ryy Far-field effective stress perpendicular to the hydraulic fracture, MPa
T0 Tensile strength of rock, MPa
kfric Friction coefficient at the interface of the hydraulic fracture and natural fracture
vtip Fluid velocity at the crack tip, m/s
qtip Fracture tip flow, m3

hfl Height of the fluid in the fracture, m
�w Average fracture width, m
�pore Pore elastic stress deviation coefficient
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rhmax Skin factor
rhmin Minimum horizontal principal stress
r� Stress difference generated by the pore pressure gradient
a Biot coefficient
m Poisson’s ratio
PRi Original reservoir pressure
Pwf Bottomhole flowing pressure

1 Introduction

In recent years, with the depletion of conventional oil and gas resources and the steady growth of global
energy consumption, the interest in unconventional oil and gas resources has steadily increased [1–3]. With
the aid of horizontal drilling and multi-stage hydraulic fracturing techniques, the exploitation of tight oil has
become both viable and lucrative [4–6]. Changqing Oilfield defines Type III tight oil reservoirs as reservoirs
of porosity 9.0%–10.5% and permeability k less than 0.3, which is the backup area for future oilfield
production. A Type III tight oil reservoir is represented by the Chang 6 Formation in the Ordos Basin.
The pore throat of the reservoir is small, and there are micro-scale and nano-scale pore throat systems
[7,8]. Because capillary forces play a resistance role in the process of water injection and mining, it is
difficult to establish an effective exclusion system. In contrast, massive fracturing can reduce the
replacement distance between injection and extraction units, overcome capillary forces, replace more oil
droplets, and improve oil recovery efficiency [9]. The initial fracturing often fails to fully and effectively
communicate between fracture areas, which has resulted in tremendous amounts of tight oil remaining in
the matrix following primary recovery [10]. Repeated fracturing can make the original fractures continue
to expand, generate more secondary fractures in the reservoir to form a complex fracture network,
increase fracture-controlled reserves, and improve the recovery rate of a single well [11–13]. At present,
massive refracturing technology has become a significant means of increasing production in many oil
fields, locally and internationally [14–16]. However, there are still some problems, such as insufficient
research on the stimulation effect of different refracturing methods, unclear fracture propagation law, and
fracture morphology of refracturing.

Field observations of restimulated old wells have revealed that with increasing pumping rates, hydraulic
fractures branch out and communicate with microfractures in the reservoir, forming a complex fracture
network [17–19]. Induced fracture reorientation is very important in the process of refracturing [20]. The
existence of initial fractures [21–23], support fractures [24–27], and the stress change caused by
formation pressure drop are important reasons for fracture steering [28]. With the injection of fracturing
fluid, the fracture starts to expand in the direction perpendicular to the initial fracture. When the pressure
in the fracture increases above the closing stress of the initial fracture, the initial fracture is re-opened for
crack growth [29]. As the distance from the wellbore increases, the fractures produced by refracturing
gradually deflect to the direction of parallel primary and secondary fractures. Lu et al. [30] analyzed and
verified the influence of porosity and formation pressure changes on stress around fractures based on the
theory of poroelasticity and flow. Their research revealed that the stress changes induced by production
wells parallel to the fractures are greater than those induced by wells perpendicular to the fractures. In
fact, the stress changes can even reach the magnitude of the maximum horizontal stress within an
elliptical region around the fractures, indicating the occurrence of fracture reorientation during
refracturing. Masouleh et al. [31] conducted simulations using the fully coupled 3D model GeoFrac-3D.
The results indicate that production well fracture production leads to uneven reductions in reservoir pore
pressure between the production well and the fractures, resulting in reduced overall stress anisotropy. This
may lead to stress reorientation and/or reversal, and applying additional pressure to the production well
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fractures before fracturing infill wells has the potential to mitigate fracturing risks. Li et al. [32] conducted
simulation calculations of fracture propagation using the finite element analysis software Comsol, combining
it with the theory of fluid-solid coupling. They also analyzed parameters such as stress deviation and
determined the influence of various factors on fracture redirection through an orthogonal experimental
design and multi-factor analysis. They developed a predictive model for the distance of fracture
redirection during refracturing. Wan et al. [33] studied the fracture propagation rule of a well in the
Bakken oilfield by using numerical simulation. The results showed that the production of horizontal wells
led to stress reversal near the fracture tip, which was conducive to the propagation of the re-pressurized
fracture perpendicular to the initial fracture direction, and more secondary fracture branches were
generated at the fracture tip after repeated fracturing. Rezaei et al. [34] established a fully coupled pore-
elastic displacement discontinuity model to study the effect of pore pressure failure on the propagation
law of new fractures under re-compression. The results showed that any new fractures placed in the stress
reversal region will lead to a change in the direction of fracture propagation, and eventually lead to the
intersection of new fractures and old fractures. Huang et al. [35] studied the stimulation mechanism of
fracturing fluid in the process of recharge before pressure and shut-in after pressure. Combined with the
re-fracturing transformation technology, they proposed the re-fracturing energy storage fracturing
technology and optimized the fracturing transformation parameters. Ren et al. [36] established a
refracturing productivity prediction model and a horizontal well fracture stress field calculation model by
using numerical simulation methods, analyzed the refracturing stimulation potential of the research well,
identified the favorable area of refracturing, selected the best reconstruction method of refracturing, and
then determined the optimal fracture parameters under the best reconstruction conditions. The simulation
results showed that the re-fracturing can effectively expand the reservoir reconstruction volume and
replenish energy, and can significantly increase the production of a single well. Old fracture energy
enhancement and new fracture fracturing are the best refracturing methods in the Daqing tight oil
reservoir. Huang et al. [37] adopted the finite element method to solve the coupled numerical model of
seepage and geomechanics in a reservoir by considering the time variability of fracture conductivity, and
determined the variation law of stress field and seepage field in the production process of oil well
exhaustion. The results showed that, under the premise of the permissible fracture spacing, as far as
possible, the reservoir reconstruction volume should be increased by replenishing pressure and new
fractures to increase the production of a single well. However, there were no quantitative analyses of the
oil increase effect of the Class III tight oil refracturing technologies, the change characteristics of the
seepage field (saturation field, pressure field, flow line field) before and after large-scale refracturing
measures, and the factors influencing the effect of refracturing measures are not perfect.

In this paper, the unconventional fracture model (UFM) of the fracture propagation model in
geoengineering integration was used to analyze the evolution of fracture morphology and seepage field
changes after initial fracturing, and the post-production stress field changes were calculated using
VISAGE. The effects of different reconstruction methods (re-fracturing of existing fractures, retaining
existing fractures and adding new fractures, re-fracturing of existing fractures and adding new fractures)
on the horizontal well volume repeated pressure fracture network are discussed, especially the changes of
fracture morphology and flow law, and the fracture propagation law and seepage mechanism of large-
scale re-fracturing under different reconstruction methods are revealed.

2 Model

The UFM model in Kinetix was used to simulate the fault propagation based on the actual reservoir
parameters in the Chang 6 working area of Ordos Basin. The fracture propagation mechanism model of
refracturing was established. This method considered the influences of ground stress, natural fractures,
and fluid flow, and used the Open T criterion to determine the interaction between hydraulic fractures and
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natural fractures during fracture propagation. The simulation results were introduced into the evolution of the
seepage field after the fracturing of intersecting horizontal wells, which simulated the morphology of
complex fracture networks.

Considering the influence of natural fractures on hydraulic fractures, combined with the control
equations such as the flow equation in the fracture, the material balance equation, and the fracture
extension equation, we could determine whether hydraulic fractures were orthogonal to natural fractures
or extended along the direction of natural fractures. The determination rule was as follows:

� �rxx
T0 � ryy

>

0:35þ 0:35

kfric
1:06

(1)

where rxx is the far field effective stress parallel to the hydraulic fracture, MPa; ryy is the far field effective
stress perpendicular to the hydraulic fracture, MPa; T0 is the tensile strength of rock, MPa; kfric is the friction
coefficient at the interface of hydraulic fracture and natural fracture.

According to different flow conditions (laminar flow, turbulent flow, Darcy flow), the model selected
different flow equations, combined the given equations into nonlinear flow equations, found the hydraulic
fracture tip that met the fracture extension criterion (that is, the stress intensity factor was greater than the
toughness of the rock), and calculated the flow into the fracture tip using the Poseuille equation. The fluid
velocity corresponding to the crack tip region was obtained as:

vtip ¼ qtip
hflw

(2)

where vtip is the fluid velocity at the crack tip, m/s; qtip is the fracture tip flow, m
3; hfl is the height of the fluid

in the fracture, m; �w is the average fracture width, m. Combined with the given governing equations, a
fracture extension model considering pressure, ground stress, fluid properties, and rock mechanical
properties was obtained, which lays a theoretical foundation for further study of the fracture extension law.

The model size was 60 × 60 × 10, with a grid size of 10 m × 10 m × 2 m. The matrix permeability was
0.18 × 10−3 μm2, the porosity was 10.2%, and the spacing between pre-existing natural fractures was 60 m.
The model is illustrated in Fig. 1. The specific parameters of volumetric refracturing in the numerical
simulation models are presented in Tables 1–3. The UFM model in Kinetix was used to simulate fracture
propagation, and the interaction between hydraulic fractures and natural fractures during fracture
propagation was evaluated using the Open T criterion. Then, the simulation results were imported into the
seepage field evolution after horizontal well fracturing in intersect, and different permeability curves were
used for the matrix and fracture area.

(a) global model (b) natural fracture distribution 

Figure 1: Numerical model
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3 Analysis of the Initial Fracturing Evolution of Horizontal Wells

Due to the impact of fracturing construction technology and geological understanding, the reservoir
transformation of horizontal well primary fracturing is insufficient, and it is difficult to form effective
support for fractures, resulting in the decline of fracture conductivity. Through the evolution of horizontal
well primary fracturing, the feasibility of re-fracturing measures is determined by analyzing the changes
in the stress field and the distribution characteristics of the seepage field.

3.1 Stress Field Analysis of Horizontal Wells after Initial Fracturing
The stress fields of horizontal wells after initial fracturing and six years of production were analyzed, as

shown in Figs. 2–4. The simulation results showed that: after the initial fracturing, the hydraulic fracture
produced induced stress, so that the minimum horizontal principal stress in the vertical fracture direction
increased; there was local elastic stress concentration in the fracture tip, and the induced stress became
tensile stress; the minimum horizontal principal stress decreased, and the minimum horizontal principal
stress greatly increased near the wellbore, as shown in the blue area in Fig. 2a. With increasing distance
from the crack, the influence of the fissure-induced stress gradually decreased, so that the minimum
horizontal principal stress decreased rapidly from the maximum value to the initial value. At the position
farthest from the crack, the stress change was almost negligible. The effect of net pressure on induced
stress occurred in the vicinity of the wellbore and fractures. Due to the existence of natural fractures, the

Table 1: Main parameters of the volume repeated fracturing fluid numerical simulation model

Basic parameters Value Basic parameters Value

Formation temperature (°C) 69.7 Formation water density (g·cm−3) 1

Original reservoir pressure (MPa) 15.8 Oil volume factor (m3·m−3) 1.34

Mid-formation depth (m) 2210 Oil compressibility (10−4 MPa−1) 13.83

Formation oil viscosity (mPa·s) 0.97 Gas-oil ratio (m3·m−3) 82.8

Formation oil density (g·cm−3) 0.72 Saturation pressure (MPa) 12.08

Table 2: Reservoir engineering parameters

Basic parameters Initial fracturing value Refracturing value

Single-stage injection capacity (m3·min−1) 1.5 8

Amount of liquid injected in a single stage (m3) 200 1600

Sand injected in a single stage (m3) 30 150

Table 3: Reservoir’s geological parameters

Basic parameters Value Basic parameters Value

Maximum horizontal principal stress (MPa) 38 Poisson’s ratio 0.22

Minimum horizontal principal stress (MPa) 33 Natural fracture length (m) 10 ± 1

Vertical stress (MPa) 41 Natural fracture spacing (m) 15 ± 5

Young’s modulus (GPa) 22.58 Natural fracture Angle (°) 85/10
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fractures and stress fields formed after the initial fracturing were not evenly distributed. During the initial
fracturing, the rock mass near the wellbore expanded due to the injection of fracturing fluid, thus
squeezing the surrounding rock mass and increasing the maximum horizontal principal stress near the
wellbore, as shown in Fig. 3a. The minimum horizontal principal stress was more affected by fracturing
than the maximum horizontal principal stress, and the two-way stress difference in the fracture area was
reduced, as shown in Fig. 4a. However, the bidirectional stress difference between the tip of the main
crack and the tip of the branch crack increased, because at the tip of the crack, the reduction of the
minimum horizontal principal stress was greater than the reduction of the maximum horizontal principal
stress, thus the stress difference increased at the tip.

(a)  after initial fracturing           (b)  after six years of production 

Figure 2: Minimum horizontal principal stress field after initial fracturing, and after six years of production

(a) after initial fracturing            (b) after six years of production 

Figure 3: Maximum horizontal principal stress field after initial fracturing, and after six years of production

(a) after initial fracturing            (b) after six years of production 

Figure 4: Bidirectional stress difference after initial fracturing, and after six years of production
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After being put into production, the ground stress changed due to the continuous depletion of pore
pressure. The minimum horizontal principal stress decreased near the wellbore, but increased at the
fracture tip, as shown in Fig. 2b. The maximum horizontal principal stress tended to decrease in the
wellbore and near the fracture tip, as shown in Fig. 3b. With the progress of production, the bidirectional
stress difference between fractures gradually increased, and the bidirectional stress difference at the
fracture tip decreased slightly, but was still larger than the original stress difference of the reservoir, as
shown in Fig. 4b.

As evident from a comprehensive comparison, the maximum horizontal principal stress deflection
amplitude was larger in the middle of the main fracture, while the minimum horizontal stress deflection
amplitude was largest in the end area of the artificial fracture. Meanwhile, the bidirectional stress
difference in most areas where the single well fracture was located was reduced, which was conducive to
the communication between the hydraulic fracture and the natural fracture or the formation of a complex
fracture network when there was repeated fracturing.

3.2 Analysis of the Seepage Field in Horizontal Wells after Initial Fracturing
With production commencing after the initial fracturing, the remaining oil saturation and formation

pressure near the fracture gradually decreased, and the decrease was faster near the wellbore. After three
years of production, the oil production rate slowed down due to the decrease in fracture conductivity and
formation pressure. Meanwhile, the range of remaining oil and pressure field changes was affected by the
fracture geometry, as shown in Fig. 5a. After six years of production, as shown in Fig. 5b, the
distribution of remaining oil in the drainage area of the fractures was limited, the overall production level
of the reservoir was low, and there was still a large amount of remaining oil distributed between fractures
and outside the fracture tip, an indication that these areas were favorable areas for re-fracturing and had
good material foundation and potential for re-fracturing production.

4 Analysis of the Evolution of Different Re-Fracturing Methods for Horizontal Wells

4.1 Analysis of the Evolution of Incremental Energy before the Re-Fracturing of Horizontal Wells

4.1.1 Evaluation of the Re-Fracturing Steering Potential
After the initial reservoir reconstruction, the change of pore pressure in the massif may cause a deflection

of the original field stress. In the stress deflection zone, the fracture of the re-fracturing is at a certain angle
with the original hydraulic fracture, or even perpendicular to the original hydraulic fracture. The stress
deflection potential can be characterized by the pore-elastic stress deflection coefficient [38], as given by

(a) residual oil distribution         (b) pressure field distribution 

Figure 5: Residual oil distribution after initial fracturing
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Eq. (1). The smaller the in-situ stress difference, the higher the reservoir pressure reduction, the smaller the
stress deflection coefficient, and the greater the possibility of fracture steering. It shows that when the stress
deflection coefficient is less than 0.1, the fracture steering is easy.

�pore ¼ rhmax � rhmin

r�
¼ Drh

a 1� 2mð Þ
1� m

PRi � Pwfð Þ
(3)

The stress deviation coefficients around the conceptual well model were calculated using Eq. (3), as
shown in Fig. 6. The pore elastic stress deviation coefficients within the vicinity of the wellbore were
around 0.1, indicating a certain potential for stress redirection during repeat fracturing. This suggested
that there was a possibility of fracture redirection during repeat fracturing, which could lead to the
formation of complex fracture networks.

4.1.2 Evaluation of Energy Enhancement before Re-Fracturing
The stress state is an important factor affecting the fracture propagation morphology of re-fracturing.

Through an analysis of changes in the stress field of the initial fracturing, it was observed that with the
progress of production, the bidirectional stress difference of the reservoir gradually increased, which was
not conducive to fracture propagation from re-fracturing. Therefore, before in-situ re-fracturing, the
reservoir was energized by water injection before pressurization. After injecting a large amount of
energizing fluid, the pore pressure of the reservoir rocks increased, and the stress field distribution
changed accordingly, greatly affecting the extension law of repeated pressurization fractures, and ensuring
that the formation had sufficient driving pressure difference so that the formation fluid could obtain
sufficient energy.

The change of stress difference in two directions before and after energy increase was simulated, as
shown in Fig. 7. The simulation results showed that the maximum principal stress near the fracture was
increased and a stress concentration area was formed after water injection and the bidirectional stress
difference of the reservoir was reduced by about 1 MPa. This was conducive to the extension of new
fractures in the later stage to form a complex fracture network, reduce the influence of inter-fracture
interference, and achieve the purpose of re-fracturing production.

4.2 Influence of Different Reconstruction Methods on the Fracture Propagation of Re-Fracturing
After pre-pressure energy enhancement, the evolution analysis of massive refracturing under different

reconstruction methods was carried out on horizontal wells. By simulating fracture expansion, the fracture
expansion mode after initial fracturing was compared with three reconstruction methods: “refracturing of
existing fractures”, “retaining existing fractures and adding new fractures”, and “refracturing of existing

Figure 6: Pore-elastic stress deflection after six years of production from the initial fracturing
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fractures and adding new fractures”. Through simulation, the joint network’s diversion capacity, length,
width, and height under different reconstruction methods were obtained. The fracture complexity index is
defined as the ratio of the width of the joint network to the length of the joint network. By comparing
and analyzing the difference in parameters before and after re-fracturing, the influence of different re-
fracturing methods on fracture network parameters was studied.

4.2.1 Stress Change in Different Reconstruction Methods
Based on the given model, the reservoir was re-fractured after energy enhancement, and the changes in

minimum horizontal principal stress under different reconstruction methods were analyzed, as shown in
Fig. 8.

(a) after initial fracturing production        (b) after energy enhancement 

Figure 7: Variation of bidirectional stress difference before and after energy increase

(a) before re-fracturing (b) retaining existing fractures and adding
new fractures  

(c) re-fracturing of existing
fractures  

(d) re-fracturing of existing fractures and
adding new fractures  

Figure 8: Minimum horizontal principal stress change before and after re-fracturing
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The simulation results showed that the reservoir reconstruction range was wide after large-scale and
high-displacement re-fracturing, and the distribution of minimum horizontal principal stress before and
after re-fracturing was very different. The length of the old joint and the number of branch cracks
increased under the reconstruction method of “re-fracturing of existing fractures”, and the stress
concentration occurred mainly in the tip of the crack. Under the reconstruction method of “retaining
existing fractures and adding new fractures”, due to the influence of the stress shadow of the old joint,
more branch fractures were formed in the new joint, resulting in a large range of stress concentration
between the fractures, and the minimum horizontal principal stress was lower than that of the initial
fracturing. Under the reconstruction method of “re-fracturing of existing fractures and adding new
fractures”, there were stress concentration phenomena between the joint and the crack tip, but the stress
concentration range was smaller than for the other two reconstruction methods.

4.2.2 Fracture Complexity in Different Reconstruction Methods
Based on the given model, the fracture expansion morphology after the initial fracturing was compared

with the fracture network expansion morphology under three reconstruction methods, “re-fracturing of
existing fractures”, “retaining existing fractures and adding new fractures”, and “re-fracturing of existing
fractures and adding new fractures” through fracture propagation simulation. The results are shown in
Fig. 9. The fracture parameters for the initial fracturing and different transformation methods of repeated
fracturing are presented in Table 4.

In the “retaining existing fractures and adding new fractures” approach, the enlargement of the re-
fracturing operation led to a sizeable increase in the length of the newly created fractures as compared
with the initial fracturing stage. This approach extensively utilized the reservoir between the existing
fractures, resulting in thorough modifications between them. In the “re-fracturing of existing fractures”
approach, the fractures initially propagated and expanded along the paths of the initial fractures.
Additionally, more communication with natural fractures occurred near the wellbore, leading to the
formation of additional fracture branches. This approach effectively modified the areas surrounding the
wellbore and the outer regions of the initial fracture tips. The “refracturing of existing fractures and
adding new fractures” approach not only extended and expanded the existing fractures but also
thoroughly modified the areas between them. This approach resulted in the formation of a complex
fracture network throughout the entire fracture area, making it the most optimal method for reservoir
stimulation.

The fracture complexity index values of the four methods were sorted as follows: re-fracturing of
existing fractures and adding new fractures > retaining existing fractures and adding new fractures > re-
fracturing of existing fractures > initial fracturing. The diversion capacity of fracture network values of
the four methods were sorted as follows: re-fracturing of existing fractures > re-fracturing of existing
fractures and adding new fractures > retaining existing fractures and adding new fractures > initial
fracturing. From a comprehensive evaluation, it was evident that the pinnacle of reservoir reconstruction
was attained through the application of re-fracturing extant fractures while concurrently introducing novel
fractures. This composite strategy not only optimized fracture complexity but also maximized the
diversion potential of the fracture network, thus emerging as the preeminent approach within the
evaluated spectrum of methodologies. Reservoir reconstruction of the re-fracturing of existing fractures
and adding new fractures was the highest.
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(a) initial fracturing 

(b) retaining existing fractures and adding new fractures  

(c) re-fracturing of existing fractures  

(d) re-fracturing of existing fractures and adding new fractures  

Figure 9: Fracture propagation morphology under different reconstruction methods
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4.3 Influence of Different Reconstruction Methods on Seepage Law of Re-Fracturing

4.3.1 Residual Oil Distribution under Different Reconstruction Methods
After undergoing repeat hydraulic fracturing, the horizontal wells formed a complex network of

fractures, leading to significant changes in fluid flow behavior compared to the initial fracturing.
Following the completion of the initial hydraulic fracturing, the reservoir underwent water injection for
pressure maintenance, and the well was shut in. After ten years of production with bottomhole flowing
pressure monitoring following repeat hydraulic fracturing, the distribution of residual oil is shown in Fig. 10.

Table 4: Fracture parameters under different reconstruction methods

Basic parameters Initial
fracturing

Re-fracturing
of existing
fractures

Retaining existing
fractures and adding
new fractures

Re-fracturing of existing
fractures and adding new
fractures

Fracture network
length (m)

152 261 301 287

Fracture network width
(m)

14 35 42 63

Fracture complexity
index

0.09 0.13 0.14 0.22

Diversion capacity of
fracture network
(10−3 μm2·m)

216 273 220 248

(a)  after soaking (b)  retaining existing fractures and
adding new fractures  

(c) re-fracturing of existing fractures  (d) re-fracturing of existing fractures and
adding new fractures   

Figure 10: Residual oil distribution after ten years of production under different reconstruction methods
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Before re-fracturing, water injection was conducted for energy supplementation. The phenomenon of
oil-water displacement occurred fully in the reservoir after the well was shut down. The oil saturation
near the fracture locations decreased, and during the water injection and energy supplementation process,
the residual oil near the old fractures accumulated in the inter-fracture space due to inter-fracture
displacement. This slightly increased the residual oil saturation in the inter-fracture space. In the “re-
fracturing of existing fractures” approach, the length of the existing fractures was increased, enlarging the
reservoir’s modified massif and contact area. This greatly enhanced the oil drainage area of the reservoir,
allowing the flow of fluid from the remote reservoir into the wellbore and effectively utilizing the
previously untouched remaining oil, thereby increasing production in horizontal wells. Therefore, in the
“retaining existing fractures and adding new fractures” approach of re-fracturing, the remaining oil near
the old fractures and new fractures was extracted. Additionally, the length of the newly added fractures
exceeded that of the old fractures, which markedly utilized the remaining oil in the far ends of the new
fractures. The compression of fracture spacing and the formation of a complex fracture network reduce
oil and gas flow resistance, and led to an increase in crude oil production. In the “re-fracturing of existing
fractures and adding new fractures” approach, a complex fracture network was formed at the locations of
both new and old fractures. This extensively utilized the modified massif of the reservoir, and there was
evident utilization of the remaining oil in the vicinity of the wellbore. Furthermore, the reservoir achieved
widespread utilization, resulting in a more comprehensive reservoir modification.

4.3.2 Distribution of Pressure Field under Different Reconstruction Methods
By conducting full-cycle simulations of the pressure distribution for different modification approaches,

the pressure distribution shown in Fig. 11 was obtained.

(a) after soaking (b) retaining existing fractures and adding
new fractures  

(a) re-fracturing of existing fractures  (d) re-fracturing of existing fractures and
adding new fractures   

Figure 11: Pressure field distribution in refracturing production for ten years under different reconstruction
methods
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As formation pressure increased markedly after water injection before re-fracturing, the pressure near the
fracture was evenly distributed after the depressurization, and the increase of formation pressure provided a
sufficient energy base for the re-fracturing production. In the “retaining existing fractures and adding new
fractures” approach, the fracture spacing was reduced, leading to a marked pressure drop near the
wellbore and an expanded range of pressure influence at the location of the new fractures. The pressure
mainly propagated and diffused outward along the fracture patterns. In the “re-fracturing of existing
fractures” approach, the increased length and width of the fractures resulted in a broader pressure
influence range, leading in a pronounced pressure drop at the locations of the old fractures. In the “re-
fracturing of existing fractures and adding new fractures” approach, the reservoir underwent
comprehensive modification both horizontally and vertically, resulting in a broader range of longitudinal
pressure wave propagation.

4.3.3 Comparison of Yield Increase under Different Reconstruction Methods
Based on the given model, the production capacity of the compound pressure was simulated, and the

simulated effects under different transformation methods were compared. The results are shown in
Fig. 12. The initial daily oil production was identical under different reconstruction methods, the repeat
hydraulic fracturing with the modification approach of “re-fracturing of existing fractures and adding new
fractures” exhibited the highest cumulative oil production, which indicated that the re-fracturing of the
new and old fractures at the same time could obtain a better re-fracturing effect.

Fig. 12 reveals that in the early stage, the daily oil production under different modification approaches
were essentially overlapping. However, after ten years of production, the repeat hydraulic fracturing with the
modification approach of “re-fracturing of existing fractures and adding new fractures” exhibited the highest
cumulative oil production. This indicated that simultaneous repeat hydraulic fracturing modifications on both
new and old fractures could yield favorable production enhancement effects in repeat hydraulic fracturing.

5 Conclusion

The unconventional fracture model (UFM) with two-way coupling of flow field and stress field was used
to fully consider the influence of natural fractures on fracture propagation, and the changes in fracture
morphology and seepage field during the whole process from initial fracturing to pressure charging and
then to re-fracturing were analyzed, and the following conclusions were reached:

Figure 12: Simulated ten-year production from re-fracturing under different reconstruction methods
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(1) After the initial hydraulic fracturing, the minimum horizontal principal stress and the maximum
horizontal stress were influenced by induced stress generated by the hydraulic fractures. There was a
significant increase in stress near the wellbore, and stress concentration occurred at the tip of the
fractures. As production progressed, the influence of the minimum horizontal principal stress became
more pronounced, leading to an increasing difference in two-way stress. After the initial fracturing, the
overall depletion of the reservoir was relatively low, and there was still a significant distribution of
remaining oil between fractures and at the fracture tips, which indicated that these areas were favorable
for re-fracturing modifications, as they had a good material foundation and potential for increased
production through re-fracturing.

(2) Pre-fracturing water injection not only enhanced the energy of the reservoir but also altered the stress
state of the reservoir, reducing the difference in two-way stress, which was conducive to the fracture
expansion from re-fracturing.

(3) The different types of refracturing modifications all increased the length and width of the fracture
network and the complexity of the fractures. A complex fracture network was formed after re-fracturing,
increasing the area for oil drainage and reducing the oil and gas flow distance. This significantly
improved the rate of production of individual wells. Among them, the re-fracturing modification of “re-
fracturing of existing fractures and adding new fractures” showed the best results.

Re-fracturing of existing fractures and adding new fractures carries substantial guiding significance
within the domain of production enhancement in hydrocarbon reservoirs. The guiding significance of re-
fracturing emanates from its ability to effectively address various challenges associated with declining
production rates and suboptimal reservoir performance over time. Furthermore, re-fracturing strategies
permit the exploitation of untapped or underutilized portions of the reservoir. By targeting specific
regions or layers within the reservoir that were inadequately stimulated during the initial fracturing, re-
fracturing operations enable access to previously bypassed hydrocarbon reserves. This approach aligns
with the overarching goal of maximizing recovery factors and optimizing hydrocarbon production.
Economically, re-fracturing can present a compelling proposition compared to drilling entirely new wells.
The existing infrastructure and wellbore are already in place, which can result in reduced capital
expenditure and shorter lead times for project implementation. This cost-effective aspect becomes
particularly significant in mature fields where the potential for significant additional recovery remains, but
the economics of drilling new wells might be less favorable.

In summary, the guiding significance of re-fracturing lies in its potential to reverse production decline,
unlock overlooked reservoir sections, and optimize hydrocarbon recovery while presenting a cost-efficient
alternative to drilling new wells. This practice, when applied judiciously and informed by sound reservoir
engineering principles, can significantly contribute to sustaining and augmenting hydrocarbon production
in a dynamically evolving energy landscape.
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